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Abstract. Authoring the knowledge base for an intelligent tutoring system (ITS) is difficult and 
time consuming.  In many ITS, the knowledge base is used for solving problems, so authoring it is 
an instance of the notoriously difficult knowledge acquisition problem of expert systems.  General 
tools for knowledge acquisition have shown only limited success, which suggests developing tools 
that apply only to specific kinds of knowledge bases. Pyrenees is an ITS whose knowledge base is 
composed mostly of conditioned equations. We have developed several tools for authoring 
Pyrenees knowledge bases. This paper focuses on a novel and particularly powerful tool that uses 
bidirectional search to locate bugs in the knowledge base. In several evaluations, human authoring 
was significantly faster when the tool was available than when it was unavailable 
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1 Introduction 
ITS can be classified depending on how their inner loops represent domain knowledge.  One 
classification, which is the focus of this paper, is tutors whose domain knowledge solves the same 
problems that the students does and thus “model” the desired ways to solve them.  These ITS are 
sometimes called model-tracing tutors, although that term is often taken to denote the particular 
technology used by CMU tutors [8] and Carnegie Learning  (http://www.carnegielearning.com/).   

In this paper, we describe the authoring tools used with Pyrenees [10] [12].  Pyrenees uses a large 
set of knowledge components, called principles, to solve a problem. However, what makes Pyrenees 
unusual is that most of its principles are conditioned equations.  That is, such a principle asserts that 
under certain conditions, a certain equation is true.  This allows a sophisticated error detection method 
to be used to located buggy principles.   

In Pyrenees, Each principle is represented by a condition and an equation, where the condition 
indicates when the equation holds (Fig. 1).  A set of problems, like the principles, are expressed in 
terms of the ontology.  Fig. 2 illustrates a problem named “isobaric expansion of water” which would 
be stated in English as “A reservoir contains a liquid, called water, of mass 0.001 kg and heat capacity 
4,196 J/(kg*C).  The pressure is held constant at 200,000 Pa.  As the water is heated, it increases its 
volume by 0.000001 m^3 and its temperature by 31 C.  What is the work done during this time?”  
Pa_true(isobaric_expansion(Gas, T) ):- 

gas(Gas),  
        time_interval(T), 

constant(var(at(pressure(Gas), T)). 

Pa_equation(isobaric_expansion(Gas, T), W=P*Vdiff):- 
              W=var(at(work_done_by(Gas), T)), 
              P=var(at(pressure(Gas), T)), 
              Vdiff=var(at(diff(volume(Gas), T))). 

Fig. 1. Predicates defining a condition (pa_true) and equation (pa_equation). 
p_definition(isobaric_expansion_of_water, 
 [substance(liquid), 
   reservoir(liquid, _, _), 
   known(var(mass(liquid)), dnum(0.001, kg)), 
   %heat capacity 
   known(var(heat_capacity(liquid)), dnum(4196, 'J/(kg*C)')), 
   known(var(pressure(liquid)), dnum(200000, 'Pa')), 
   known(var(diff(volume(liquid))), dnum(0.00000001, 'm^3')), 
   known(var(diff(temperature(liquid))), dnum(31, 'C')), 
   sought(var(work(liquid)), dnum(0.002, 'J'))             ]).                    %answer; 0.002 
Fig. 2. An example of domain problem. 

Pyrenees solves problems via a version of backward chaining called the Target Variable Strategy 
[10] [12].  The basic idea is simple:  Given a sought quantity, generate an equation that applies to this 
problem and contains the sought quantity. Include it in the set of equations that comprise the solution.  



If the equation has any quantities in it that are neither known nor previously sought, then treat them as 
sought and recur. When the Target Variable Strategy stops, it has generated a set of equations that are 
guaranteed to be solvable. 

2 Error Detection using bidirectional search 
Whenever we add a new problem, we call the problem solver to see if it can be solved. The most 
frequent sign of a bug is that a problem cannot be solved. This occurs when some principle that should 
have applied did not get applied. One heuristic to try to find the spot where the principle should have 
applied is to focus on the dead ends.  A dead end is a sought quantity that cannot be calculated from 
the known quantities.  It is likely, but not certain, that a principle should be applied to the dead end, but 
it failed to apply because the principle was buggy. Although one could examine the dead ends of the 
tree by hand, there can be hundreds of them.   

Bugs that prevent a principle from applying can appear in 3 locations. The bug could be in (1) the 
principle’s condition or (2) in the problem statement. Pyrenees also has a few knowledge components 
that are now conditioned equations, but instead draw inferences that bridge between a principles 
condition and the problem statements. (3) Bugs in these rules can also prevent a principle from 
applying. Fig. 3 illustrates 3 different kinds of errors. These errors are common, hard to notice by 
inspection and will block a principle from applying.  
pa_true(isobaric_expanson(Gas, T) ):-                        %  Typo. Should be “expansion” 
 gas(Gas),  
              time_interval(T), 
 constant(var(at(pressure(Gas)), T)).             % Wrong parenthesis.  Should be …Gas), T))) 
 
constant(Quantity):- 
 known(Quantity, _), 
 \+(     Quantity=at(_, T) 
                  ;      time_interval(T)   ).                          % OR (;) should be AND (,) 
Fig. 3.  Examples of bugs  

The bi-directional tool starts by creating all possible forward chaining trees. That is, it generates all 
applicable equations, then use them repeatedly to generate values for all possible quantities. None of 
the dead end quantities will be among these quantities with known values, because otherwise they 
would not be dead ends.   

However, a dead end may be “one equation away” from the known quantities.  Thus, given a dead 
end quantity, we search for a principle such that one (or more) of its variable specifications unifies 
with a dead end quantity (W in Fig. 4) and all of the remaining variable specifications unify with 
known quantities (P and Vdiff in Fig. 4). If we find such a principle, then we know that if it had applied, 
the dead end would not exist. Thus, a bug must be preventing the principle’s condition from unifying 
with the problems’ description.   

 
Fig. 4. Bi-directional search identifies a principle whose condition isn’t satisfied 

3 Evaluation and Conclusions 
In order to evaluate the effects of using the bi-directional tool, two kinds of experiments were 
performed. The task domain was thermodynamics, and it included 14 problems and 15 conditioned-
equation principles. The lead author of this paper was the debugger.  
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Fig. 5-(a) and (b) shows the results for error detection tests on automatically generated errors. The 
average time spent per a test with the tool was shorter than without the tool (281 vs. 634 seconds, p = 
0.00008). Fig. 5-(b) shows debugging time using the tool either the cases when error detection 
succeeded or failed. The average time spent when error detection succeeded was shorter than when 
failed (151 vs. 474 seconds). When error detection failed, the time spent didn’t show significant 
difference from the time without using the tool (p = 0.35). 
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(a)                                                      (b)                                                             (c) 
Fig. 5.  The result of experiments.  

For the authoring test, the number of domain problems was 13 for each domain (total 26). 
Thermodynamics and sound/wave domains were implemented in each of two passes. Fig. 5-(c) shows 
the result of knowledge adding tests using the alternation scheme. Authoring the tool was significantly 
faster than without using the tool (58.38 minutes vs. 90.36 minutes, p =0.017).  

Although Pyrenees already had state-of-the-art tools for authoring, including a visualization tool, 
ontology-based checking of principle semantics and regression testing, we found that a new tool, based 
on bi-directional search, significantly accelerated authoring. When a problem cannot be solved, the 
tool searches through the dead ends in the tree generated by the normal, backward chaining problem 
solver used by Pyrenees. If it can find a dead end that is “one principle away” from a known quantities 
developed by forward chaining, then it is likely that this principle should have applied but did not 
because its condition failed to match the problem’s description. This localizes the bug, which makes it 
much easier to spot. Evaluations indicated that the tool saved time, and the difference was statistically 
reliable.   
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